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Abstract

We propose a framework for a user adaptation,
called Adaptation Anywhere & Anytime(“A3”).
User profiles for a user adaptation are automat-
ically constructed and shared between web sites
on A3. We also provide web-sites authors with a
simple method for building an adaptive web site
on A3 using XSLT.

1 Introduction

Today, we can get numerous informational resources from
various web sites. So, web sites are required to adapt
their output, for example, to select resources appropriate
to individula user’s interests, needs, knowledge, etc. and
present them. To provide a basis for selecting appropriate
resources, web sites need to collect user profiles. In addi-
tion, they must be capable of using user profiles to select or
present resources.

To make web sites adaptable to individual users, we pro-
pose a framework called Adaptation Anywhere & Any-
time(“A3”). A3 provides web sites with methods for ac-
quiring a user profile and selecting resources according to
the user profile. With A3, web sites become adaptive to
users’ needs. To simplify the implementation of an adap-
tive web site, a simple and easy method for implementation
is needed. So, we decided to enhance an XSLT, which is a
popular method for building a web site.

2 A3 Framework

Figure 1 shows the architecture of A3. A user accesses
web sites built on A3 from various devices such as a PC,
PDA, cellular phone, etc. Web sites adapt their output to
the user based on his/her user profiles using the methods
provided by A3. On A3, a user profile is represented by
user ontology. A user ontology is defined as a classified
tree written by RDF/S[Beckett, 2004; Bricklyet al., 2004]
and OWL[Deanet al., 2004],which is used to select suit-
able resources. User ontologies consist of resources and
its categories. The resource is that have previously been
presented to the user and that the user has acquired knowl-
edge about. Each category has restrictions. The restriction
is an attribute. The resources categorized into the category
must have. Because each user acquires different knowledge
about a resource, each user has his/her own user ontology.

Figure 1: Overview of A3 framework

User ontologies are automatically constructed based on
interactions between the user and the web site. For exam-
ple, when a user enters data for a resource according to the
requirements of the web site, it is reasonable to consider
that the user has knowledge of that resource. On such sit-
uation, the resource is added to the appropriate category of
the user ontology. If necessary, a new category is made or
the ontology is reconstructed. In addition, user ontologies
are shared by web sites and used as user profiles for select-
ing suitable resources.

Sharing user ontologies and automatic construction of
ontologies resolve some problems of conventional adap-
tive systems, for example, differences in the adaptive pre-
cision between systems, or requiring users to answer ques-
tionnaire. However, there are another problems concerning
users’ privacy and the consistency of user ontologies.

Consistency of user ontologies User ontologies are con-
structed by adding resources to an ontology. This re-
quires node adding/deleting manipulations1, such as ap-
pendChild(), removeChild(), etc. of DOM. However, if
individual web site are free to construct user ontologies
using these manipulations, inconsistency can occur in on-
tologies.
To maintain the consistency of user ontologies, web sites
are not permitted to carry out node adding/deleting ma-
nipulations directly. They are permitted to determine
when a resource should be added to a user ontology.

User’s privacy To select a resource using user ontologies,
1Resources and categories can be represented by nodes on user

ontologies



Figure 2: A3 resource selection Process

node referring manipulations such as getNodeName(),
getParentNode(), etc. of DOM, are needed. These manip-
ulations might invade a user privacy because they specify
resources or categories in the user ontology. Therefore, to
maintain user privacy, web sites are not permitted to carry
out node referring manipulations.

To solve these problems, the manipulations described
above are performed by the UOM.

UOM: User Ontology Manager The UOM located in
the devices has two main functions: to construct user on-
tologies and select suitable resources.
When a user enters data of a resource, it can be considered
that the user has knowledge about the resource. Then, a
web site decides that a resource should be added to a user
ontology, and informs it to the UOM. The UOM adds the
resource to the user ontology.
When a web site want to present resources to a user,
it sends all the candidate resources to the UOM. The
UOM then calculates the weight of each resource.
The weight of a resource in category�� is given by��
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���� � �� � ����. �� is the weight of the re-

striction of category��, which is between�� and the
root category (��). �� is given by���. � is the number
of resources in the user ontology with the attribute���	
specified by the restriction of��. And � is the number of
resources in the user ontology with the attributes���	
.
���	
 are attributes that are common to all the candidate
resources presented by the web system.���� is a numeri-
cal value from 0 to 1.���� decreases gradually according
to the period since the resource was last categorized into
��. Then, highest resources are selected.

The UOS is also a main component of the A3.

UOS: User Ontology Server The UOS stores user on-
tologies while users are not accessing a web site. When a
user starts to access a web site on A3, the UOS sends the
user’s ontology to the UOM. The UOM uses it to select
appropriate resource. Then, when the user finishes ac-
cessing the web site, the ontology is returned to the UOS
for storage. Thus, the same user ontology is shared and
used to select resources.

2.1 Implementation of web site on A3
To simplify implementation of a web site on A3, we de-
cided to use XSLT. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the A3
process based on XSLT. The only task the web-site au-
thor has to do is to write an XML document and XSLT
stylesheet. The XML document contains all the candidate
resources that can be presented to the user. The XSLT

stylesheet specifies which resources to selected. To spec-
ify those resources, ana3:sort element is used. This
element work like anxsl:sort element, but it sorts re-
sources accroding to the users ontology. The following is
an example of part of a stylesheet.

<xsl:apply-templates>
<a3:sort maxN="10" />

</xsl:apply-templates>

The a3:sort element is a child element of
xsl:apply-templates. When the user accesses
a web site, the XML document and XSLT stylesheet are
sent to the UOM from the web site. Then, the UOM trans-
forms the XML document into an XHTML file according
to the XSLT stylesheet. If the UOM finds aa3:sort
element in the XSTL stylesheet, it calculates the weight
of the resources that match thexsl:apply-template
element and selects the highest weighted resources. The
selected resources are written in XHTML file, which is
then transformed into a web page at the interface.

3 Related work
Personis[Kay et al., 2002] is a server system for user mod-
eling for an adaptive hypermedia system. To acquire a user
profile, Personis explicitly requires users to answer some
questions.

Research on user modeling is discussed by[Dolog and
Nejdl, 2003] and research on ontology mapping or merging
by [Noy and Musen, 2003]. These discussions focus on
construction user models, mapping to different ontologies,
or building tools to construct user models or ontologies.
They do not consider how to use the constructed ontology.

4 Conclusion
We proposed a framework for a user adaptition, called
Adaptation Anywhere & Anytime (“A3”). Its features is
sharing user ontologies and automatic construction of on-
tologies. We also provide simple method for implementa-
tion of web site on A3 using XSLT.
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